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Hello and welcome to the "Magni Work Generator Plan" information and review Press Release.I wanted to
provide the actual information that my Green Energy Group has discovered through our research and
communication with various Magni Work Generator users.
http://magniworkgeneratorplans.com/magniwork-generator

As well as our own personal use of the Magni Work Generator plans - we have discovered why these zero
point magnetic energy generator plans have been used and shown on various News Stations through out our
country.
The creators of the Magni Work generator Plans are a scientist and a energy expert/inventor. By creating
perpetual Motion using nothing but magnets and the magnetic charges, they have been able to harness and
convert a simple magnet and its charge into real, usable energy.
Now, perpetual motion is actually when an object or device has the ability to stay moving -or in motion
-continually, without ANY outside help or third party energy. And, as stated in the dictionary and
encyclopedia, Perpetual Motion will actually CREATE extra energy.
It creates this extra energy BECAUSE , it uses NO OUTSIDE ENERGY to stay in motion.
And this perpetual Motion/Extra Energy is the foundation of our Magni Work generator Plans. By
harnessing this Perpetual Motion and converting the extra energy into electricity -we can then create free,
green energy ANYTIME - ANYWHERE.
Unlike the Solar and Wind energy generators -our magni Work Generators NEED NO outside help or
energy sources - like sunshine or wind. Which makes this magnetic energy totally unique. Which means
that the magni Work Generators will NOT STOP providing us with Free energy -even during heavy storms
or any other dangerous weather that could destroy a Wind Turbine or Solar Panels.
And this will ensure that WE ALWAYS have an energy source -even when our main power sources are
completely devastated and unable to work.
Magni Work generators are more than just a free energy source -they are a complete backup energy source.
AND they are excellent for camping and outdoor activities as well.
I hope that this information has been helpful for you. I really have grown to respect the Zero Point
Magnetic Energy generator. If you want to find out how you can use this Green Energy generator for
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yourself -here is the link to the complete iformation and review site:
http://magniworkgeneratorplans.com/
###
About "Green Energy Reviews: By researching -Using - and communicating with actual Magni Work Users
we have been able to create a complete information and review site for various other Green Products as
well.
http://magniworkgeneratorplans.com/magniwork-plans-review
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